Mission Highlights

**YOUR MISSION:** Infiltrate the exhibits to check out some of SPY Headquarters' (HQ) favorite stories and artifacts! Working with your fellow agents (aka your friends), use this guide as a tool to navigate the Museum!

**HINT FROM HQ:** Questions below are listed in the order they appear in the Museum. If you have a question, feel free to ask SPY staff for assistance (they will be in a red shirt or vest).

**5TH FLOOR**

**SPIES AND SPYMASTERS**

1. Tech Ops often design gadgets to blend in. Explore the artifacts along the back walls. Which would you never suspect was a spy gadget?

2. James Lafayette was one of the many Revolutionary War spies who collected intelligence on the British. What challenges did he face as a spy?

**LOOKING, LISTENING, SENSING**

3. It’s a bird! It’s a plane! It’s a dragonfly? Check out the Insectothopter. How could a drone like this be used for purposes other than spying?

**CODES**

4. Explore Germany’s Enigma and Japan’s PURPLE code machines. How were these machines similar, and how were they different?

**HQ TRY-IT:** Try the What’s Shakin’? interactive to learn about how 4th century China defended itself against invaders.
ANALYSIS

5. Examine the quotes about John F. Kennedy from the Soviet analysis. Overall, how did the Soviet Union view President Kennedy?

COVERT ACTION

6. Operations don't always happen in familiar environments. Learn how Operation Gunnerside saboteurs had to deal with unpredictable terrain. What locations would be difficult for you to navigate in?

4TH FLOOR

SPYING LAUNCHED A NATION

7. George Washington was not only America’s first president, but also first spymaster – launching America's first civilian spy ring, the Culper Ring. Why do you think this ring was so successful?

SPYING IN WORLD WAR II

8. Imagine having to remember 25 different identities! That's what double agent, Juan Pujol García, aka GARBO, did during World War II. What impact did he have on the War?

CYBER

9. Cyber operations let intelligence agencies gather information swiftly and remotely. Can you think of any challenges that might arise during cyber operations?

COLD WAR BERLIN

10. Escaping from East Berlin was extremely dangerous during the Cold War. How would you try to crossover to the West?

MISSION REFLECTION: After going through the Museum, has your view of spying changed or remained the same? Why?